As a Coach, I promise to:
1. Create a playing environment that is well‐organized, professional, and most importantly ‐
FUN!
2. Be responsible for my own behavior and also the behavior of my team members, their
parents, and fans.
3. Never physically, verbally or mentally harm a child in my care.
4. Lead by example and encourage my team members to play by the league rules and
respect the rights of other players, coaches, fans and officials.
5. Provide a sports environment for my team that is free of drugs, tobacco, alcohol, and
abusive language and refrain from their use at all sporting events.
6. Place the emotional and physical wellbeing of my players ahead of a personal desire or
external pressure to win.
7. Ensure that my players are supervised by myself or another designated adult and never
allow my players to be left unattended or run unsupervised at a game or practice.
8. Never knowingly permit an injured player to play or return to the game without proper
medical approval.
9. Ensure that all equipment used by my players is safe and conforms to the rules of the
game. I shall not allow illegal or unsafe equipment to be used.
10. Respect the game and league officials and communicate with them in an appropriate
manner.
11. Be knowledgeable of the league rules and regulations, and teach these rules to all players
on my team.
12. Provide and adhere to a Practice schedule giving as much advance notice as possible to
any changes.
13. Ensure all players have an opportunity to improve their skills
14. Ensure all players have an opportunity to play in the games
15. If I am the first team to play in the morning, it is my responsibility to setup the goals and
corner flags
16. If I am the last team to play it is my responsibility to put away the goals and corner flags
17. Never under any circumstance argue with the referee.

Coach Signature ‐‐___________________________

